A MEMS thermal shear stress sensor produced by a combination of substrate-free structures with anodic bonding technology (Received 12 April 2016; accepted 3 July 2016; published online 13 July 2016) By combining substrate-free structures with anodic bonding technology, we present a simple and efficient micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) thermal shear stress sensor. Significantly, the resulting depth of the vacuum cavity of the sensor is determined by the thickness of the silicon substrate at which Si is removed by the anisotropic wet etching process. Compared with the sensor based on a sacrificial layer technique, the proposed MEMS thermal shear-stress sensor exhibits dramatically improved sensitivity due to the much larger vacuum cavity depth. The fabricated MEMS thermal shear-stress sensor with a vacuum cavity depth as large as 525 lm and a vacuum of 5 Â 10 À2 Pa exhibits a sensitivity of 184.5 mV/Pa and a response time of 180 ls. We also experimentally demonstrate that the sensor power is indeed proportional to the 1/3-power of the applied shear stress. The substrate-free structures offer the ability to precisely measure the shear stress fluctuations in low speed turbulent boundary layer wind tunnels. Published by AIP Publishing.
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The wall shear stress, also known as skin friction, is defined as the force per unit area that a moving fluid exerts on a surface or wall. An accurate measurement of this parameter is of fundamental importance for the study of fluid dynamics on a solid boundary and the control strategies of aerodynamic flow. [1] [2] [3] Several approaches have been developed to accomplish this goal. They can be categorized into two basic types, direct and indirect methods. 4 Each of them has advantages and disadvantages. For the former such as Pitot tube, oil film interferometry and floating element sensors, they are able to measure the tangential force on the wall directly and are easy to use. However, they suffer from contamination by dust and moisture. For the latter such as thermal shear-stress sensors based on changes of physical measurands closely related to the shear stress, they are usually more robust than the former.
Inspired by the rapid development of micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) technology, MEMS-based thermal shear stress sensor has emerged as a promising candidate for replacing other conventional techniques in a better understanding of unsteady flow behaviors. This is not only because it can provide higher spatial and temporal resolution, and minimized flow interference, but also it has low cost and high reliability when batch fabricated using the silicon planar technique. 5 Over the past two decades, continuous efforts have been devoted to develop various MEMS-based thermal shearstress sensors employing the sensing principle of heat transfer from a heated thin film element to the fluid flow. 6, 7 In particular, MEMS-based hot film sensors can accurately measure the fluctuating shear stress in a small region and are nonintrusive to the flow. However, they suffer from low frequency and non-uniform phase responses. This is because they are very sensitive to parasitic losses of the supporting substrate. To overcome this problem, the combination of a hot film and a vacuum cavity structure was commonly used to reduce the total communication between the hot film sensor element and the underlying substrate. To create a thermal barrier which avoids heat to conduct away from the sensing element through the underlying substrate, a membrane with thickness in the micron range should be placed over the vacuum cavity.
The sensor performances depend sensitively on the volume of the fabricated vacuum cavity. Ideally, the depth of the vacuum cavity and the usable area of the membrane should be as large as the wafer thickness and the entire wafer area, respectively. Generally, this is obtained by using the so-called sacrificial layer technique from the front side of silicon substrate. 8 Photolithography and reactive ion etching are needed to create access holes in the sacrificial layer, which are then removed to release free-standing structures, resulting in too much complexity and additional costs. Moreover, even though the modern sacrificial layer technique has led to diverse applications, the effective release of the sacrificial layer still remains a challenge due to the slow, diffusion-limited nature of chemical etch. The depth of the released cavity determined by the thickness of the sacrificial layer is usually less than 10 lm.
In this letter, we explore the feasibility of a simple and practical scheme for a MEMS-based thermal shear-stress sensor with very large vacuum cavity. Instead of using the sacrificial layer technique, we generate a substrate-free structure by conventional KOH-based wet chemical etching from the bottom side of silicon substrate and combine it with anodic bonding technology to form a vacuum cavity. Such a vacuum cavity has a much larger volume than that fabricated a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: xiechangqing@ime.ac.cn by the conventional sacrificial layer technique, leading to an increased sensitivity to the MEMS-based thermal shearstress sensor. The dependences of the temperature change on the vacuum cavity depth were also investigated.
Our concept for the MEMS thermal shear stress sensor based on the combination of substrate-free structures and anodic bonding technology is schematically represented in Fig. 1(a) . It consists of a vacuum cavity and a thermal resistor strip on the surface of the isolated thin film. The resistor strip is mounted into flow boundary layer while keeping the surface as flush as possible to reduce the influence of the flow field, where the air flow velocity changes from zero (at the wall) to the value of the mean stream velocity, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The resistor is heated by an electric current, and thus the heat lost in the air flow is dependent on the air flow velocity. The voltage across the thermal resistor can be measured with a read-out circuit. The measured values of the voltage are then used to calculate the shear stress associated with the mean flow velocity.
The total heat generated by the thermal resistor, Q total ,which stems from the heat stored in the resistor, the heat transferred to and stored on the insulation thin film, the heat transferred to and stored on the substrate and the convective heat transfer of air, can be expressed as
where l and L are the lengths of the resistor and the isolation cavity side, respectively, A and d are the effective area and thickness of the resistor strip, respectively, k represents the thermal conductivity of the resistor material, c denotes the specific heat, and m is the mass. The subscripts r and f represent the heat transfer to the resistor and the insulation thin film, respectively. The convective heat transfer coefficient hðsÞ is a function of shear stress s and can be written as
where w is the characteristic linear dimension (here defined as the width of the resistor strip), w is the viscosity coefficient, and q a is the air density. The subscript a represents the heat transfer to the air. For simplicity and clarity, here a steady-state approximation is used, i.e., after the resistor is heated, the insulation thin film and the substrate have the same temperature change (DT). According to the so-called ohmic heating formula, and substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), Q total is then given by
where U is the voltage across the resistor, R s is the thermal resistor and takes the form
where R 0 and T 0 are the resistance and temperature under the ambient condition, respectively, and a is the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). In addition, the thermal response time is an important figure of merit for the sensor. By applying Laplace transformation to Eq. (3), we obtain
Here, platinum (Pt) was selected as the thermal resistor material due to its high TCR value of 0.39%. The temperature changes versus the vacuum cavity depth are plotted in Fig. 2 for the same input power of 0.02 W. This figure clearly shows that the temperature change will become larger as the depth of the vacuum cavity increases. Furthermore, the temperature rise of the vacuum cavity is about 20 higher than that of the air cavity, which means that the vacuum cavity is more desired for the reduction of the heat loss. with a cavity side length of 200lm, the thermal response time is calculated to be 153.8 ls.
As stated above, to avoid the complex sacrificial layer process, substrate-free structures were employed to form the isolated cavity with very large volume. Fig. 3 shows the major fabrication steps. The sensor fabrication started with a 4 in. (100) orientated p-type double-side-polished silicon with a thickness of 525 lm. Each sensor covers an area of about 3 square millimeters, and above 2500 sensors can be obtained per wafer. A SiNx layer with a thickness of 1.5 lm was first deposited onto both sides of a silicon substrate by low pressure chemical vapor deposition [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Proximity optical lithography and reactive ion etching were then used to open a window on the back side of the silicon substrate [ Fig. 3(b) ]. A Pt resistor strip structure was then formed by the standard lift-off process with ultraviolet exposure of the photoresist on the front side of the silicon substrate [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Subsequently, aluminum leads with a thickness of 0.3 lm were formed by another standard lift-off process on the front side of the silicon substrate [ Fig. 3(d) ]. It should be noted that a proper alignment is required to ensure that the Pt resistor strip and aluminum leads are positioned right during the ultraviolet exposures. The silicon exposed by the back side window was etched away using KOH aqueous solution, creating a SiNx membrane with a thickness of 1.5 lm [Fig. 3(e) ]. To protect the aluminumlead alloy structures during the anisotropic wet etching process, the front side of the substrate was covered by a glass plate and mounting adhesive (Crystalbond TM 509, Aremco Products Inc.). After wet etching the backside of the silicon substrate, the residual adhesive was removed by acetone. Finally, the silicon wafer was anodically bonded (450 C for 60 min with a ramp rate of 30 C/min, a bonding voltage of 1500 V and a base pressure of 5 Â 10 À2 Pa) on a borosilicate glass wafer (Pyrex 7740), covering all of the isolated cavity [ Fig. 3(f) ].
The pressure of about 5 Â 10 À2 Pa was obtained for the fabricated isolated cavity. Finally, the sensors were packaged in a standard dual-in-line package as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and were assembled with a printed circuit board as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The schematic diagram of the printed circuit board is illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) show the optical microscopy image and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the fabricated sensor, respectively, clearly demonstrating that no KOH solution was found to corrode the front side of the aluminum-lead alloy structures.
To find the contribution of the cavity to the currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics, here we investigated three different types of sensors: (i) with vacuum isolation cavity (5 Â 10 À2 Pa); (ii) with air-filled cavity; and (iii) with no cavity. With a Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor characterization system and a cascade RF-1 microwave probe station, the currents passing through the resistors were recorded at the same applied voltage. The I-V curve measurement results are shown in Fig. 5 . At the same applied voltage, the current of the sensor with a vacuum cavity is smaller than those of the two other sensors, indicating that the sensor with a vacuum cavity has the largest resistance value. The I-V curve of the sensor with a vacuum cavity also exhibits a large nonlinearity, indicating that the vacuum cavity has a profound impact on the ohmic heating. For the sensor with no cavity, the I-V characteristic curve is a linear function. This can be attributed to the fact that the heat is mainly transferred within the thermal resistor placed on the silicon substrate. To further understand the effect of thermal isolation, here we define a factor h affecting the thermal efficiency as h ¼ P/DT, where P is the input power determined by the equation P ¼ IV, DT is the temperature rise in the resistor. The calculated h values for these three different types of sensors with vacuum isolation cavity, with air-filled cavity, and with no cavity are 8.0 Â 10 3 C/W, 6.8 Â 10 3 C/W, and 2.0 Â 10 3 C/W, respectively. These results demonstrate that the sensor with vacuum isolation cavity offers the best thermal isolation. This is due to the fact that this sensor has a much larger vacuum cavity than those of the two other sensors.
Electronic test signals were also used in the determination of the time constant of the sensor. By inputting a square wave voltage signal into the Ex terminal of the readout circuit presented in Fig. 4(c) , the thermal response time was measured to be 180 ls, as shown in Fig. 6 , which is close to the calculated value of 153.8 ls. Before applying to a shear stress measurement, the MEMS thermal shear stress sensor calibration was performed based on an empirical relationship between the Reynolds number and the shear stress. The calibration experiment was carried out in a wind tunnel, where the velocity of air flowing can be adjusted by the level of a power supply. Fig. 7(a) 
A relationship was established between the shear stress and the measured output voltage of the sensor with the vacuum cavity, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The sensitivity of the sensor is estimated to be 184.5 mV/Pa. To gain further insight into the sensor behavior, we analyzed and fitted the data using the least square method. The dependence of the heating rate of the sensor on the applied shear stress in steady state is given by Fig. 7(c) shows the relationship between the norm of output voltage and the cube root of the applied shear stress. One can observe that the experimental result is in good agreement with the classical theory that the sensor power is proportional to the 1/3-power of the shear stress. 12 Thus, Eq. (3) can be used to correctly predict the trend of our MEMS thermal shear-stress sensor operation.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated theoretically and experimentally a MEMS thermal shear stress sensor with very large vacuum cavity. The basic idea is to use a combination of substrate-free structures with anodic bonding technology, first to fabricate a substrate-free structure by anisotropic wet chemical etching of silicon, rather than the sacrificial layer technique, and then to form a vacuum cavity with anodic bonding technology. Thus, a vacuum cavity with a depth as large as the thickness of the silicon substrate used can be obtained in a controlled manner, paving the way for the realization of robust MEMS thermal shear stress sensor with dramatically improved sensitivity. A prototype MEMS thermal shear-stress sensor with a vacuum cavity depth as large as 525 lm and a vacuum of 5 Â 10 À2 Pa was fabricated, exhibiting a sensitivity of 184.5 mV/Pa and a response time of 180 ls. Furthermore, our experimental data also confirm that the sensor power is indeed proportional to the 1/3-power of the applied shear stress. Such sensors should have great potential in applications such as the precise measurement of shear stress fluctuations for low speed turbulent boundary layer wind tunnels.
